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Happy Sunday, Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Photo by John Oppenheimer 
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Sunday: Tales of the Trail. 7-8 
Monday: Online Chair Yoga. 11-12 
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What Will 2021 Look Like? We Asked 10
Industry Leaders For Their Predictions
Thank goodness that's over — 2020 was challenging to say the least. While the
year was terrible and hard and stressful, we can't say that it was all bad.
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The loneliness of isolation has proved to be a fertile space for creative play,
ingenious approaches, and a broadening of possibilities. Many museums are
now offering their exhibitions online — available to global audiences. From
endless doomscrolling, we've found new talent, new dance moves, and ideas in
unexpected spaces. The historic protests against police brutality have
mandated that the fight for racial justice take place not just in the streets but
continues in offices, at conferences, and in everyday conversations.

Don't Let The Pandemic Winter Get You Down: 9
Creative Ways To Socialize Safely
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How the Maya Created Their Extraordinarily
Accurate Calendar Thousands of Years Ago
The ancient Maya created a system of timekeeping
based on astronomy that’s still used today.
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Artist Transforms Ordinary Wooden Benches
Into Dynamic Curling Works of Art
French-Argentine artist Pablo Reinoso believes that art always changes the
space it inhabits. “It can provide the environment in which it is inscribed a new
meaning, a new function, and a new angle of vision,” he explains. Reinoso’s
dynamic benches certainly explore the spaces they inhabit in unexpected ways.
Strips of wood and metal seem to break away from traditional benches or
frames to complete dramatic gestures across a room or public space.
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BEST OF 2020
All the best books, podcasts, photos and more of 2020.
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Eight new museums around the world for 2021
It’s been a hard year for museums and galleries, but
these new and upcoming museums are set to feed
your curiosity for the months ahead.

For information about emergency
preparedness and COVID resources, visit the

recently updated Sausalito Village website.
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